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Nigeria: Fighting for Peace

Quest for Internet
In the 110th installment of our weekly series at emeagwali.com, we present letters pertaining to Philip Emeagwali’s war memoir “THUNDER
ROAD TO BIAFRA.” One million people died during that 30-month Nigeria-Biafra Civil War during which Emeagwali lived from refugee camp
in Awka-Etiti to an army barrack in Ndoni to the war front in Oguta.

Yakubu Gowon Holding Press Conference
Original caption: Nigerian Federal Leader Major General Yakubu Gowon (wearing peak cap with red band) addresses a press conference in
Lagos, January 22nd. © Bettmann/CORBIS Date Photographed January 22, 1970 Location Information Lagos, Nigeria
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More Grease to your kneels. You are almost there!
Fellow compatriots of Biafra,
Good day, nno!
I am a delighted son of Biafra born of Imo State Origin(Ohuba, Ubomiri in mbaitoli Local Govt
Imo), I have been reading through your various publications in the web and others means of
communication, and as a man of intellectual sense of humor and a responsible Igbo son, I am to a
very high degree fascinated by these publications, so thats why i decided to inquire.
I have for donkey years reading and visiting our beloved web site www.biafraland.com and most
other sites and most time when I go through these pages, i hate my self for being not able to
contribute in the actualization of this freedom, but to God be the glory that I can pray for this
dream to come true, and He gave us people like you and most other illustrious sons of Igbo.
I wish to solicit you for your tremendous and stupendous endeavors just to make sure that this
marginalized and victimized tribe of our forefathers and our off springs, lives in a land where
they would never be judged by their tribe or language but by their individual achievements, so
with due respect and humble pleasure, I show my Support solidly behind you..................and I
say MORE GREASE TO YOUR ELBOWS.
I am also delighted to tell you that as my humble self is in support of you, so is it to every thing
that breathes as far as he/she is of Igbo origin...in a nutshell, WE ARE SOLIDLY BEHIND
YOU. As for me now, what ever it would take just to see that my mother land gains absolute
freedom, believe you me, i would do it! that is why i decided to contact you and to show my
enormous appreciation and recognition to your most impact making efforts......don't forget to
extend my most humble greetings and cheers to my Rel gems like Chief Chukwuemeka
Odumegwu Ojukwu and Chief Barr. Uwazuruike and any other lover of Good things or any
other person who has contributed in one way or the other in this fight for freedom......say well
done to each and every one of them.....tell them that another lover of freedom has written you
again.......we love and pray for all you over there.
Haven will be our limit if they and every other son of our mother land Will continue like this.
Recently, I met a publication that we needs about one million Biafrans to write to the British
high Commision telling them to come and disammalgamate what they amalgamated in 1914, so i
wish to know more facts and then thier Email Address so as to forward my own
request.Considering the most recent killing of MASSOB men I hereby if you desire declare
myself humbly as a member of this non violent organization, let them continue in killing
innocent and eligible children of God, as for me I fear no evil! My advice to any body who
attended the Ist post war int'l conference at Mary land Usa to stay there for now, cos the tenants
of Aso rock are deliberating on daily bases and are plannig to exterminate this goal of freedom
actualization by pehaps killing some prominent interlects of our motherland.
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Rejoice all ye son/daughters/mothers/fathers of Biafra for the day of vindication is here. I wish
also to tell you that "He that dwelleth in the secret places of the Most high shall abide by the
shadow of the Almighty, so fear no evil.
When the lord of Host shall start to show himself in our case, I tell you, mountains shall be
shaken, heads will roll, even the captives of the almighty shall be taken away! its our time!
Hope to read from you soon. udo na onuu nke onye we anyi diri unu nile ndi ihe oma na adi
mma.
Best regards,
O bum Nwanne gi na oso ahu make inwenta n'tozuoke na ala Nna anyi bu Biafra,
Ozims Oyinatumba
October 26, 2003
-----------------------------

Customers Observing Yams at Onitsha Market
Original Caption: Nigeria--Fighting for Peace. The market at Onitsha is open once more and prospective customers inspect an
enormous pile of yams. © Bettmann/CORBIS Date Photographed: April 25, 1970 Location Information: Onitsha, Nigeria
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Memory Lane
Fellow Kinsman:
Thanks for such painful but wonderful memories. Biafra forever lives in soul. I never forget how
my friends and I filled those blood-soaked days---going to "jumps" and listening to the Fractions
at Government College Umuahia and praying for sunlight at the end of a long dark tunnel. Yes,
life was very cheap in those days and children bore the brunt of man's brutality towards fellow
man.
So many precious lives were wasted---their potentials never to be realized. Such is the fate that
every war deals mankind! However, as an old philosopher once stated, "out of chaos" always
comes some order. Mindful of this fact, I always thank God, whenever I visit home, for having
blessed us with a great nation full of rich and diverse resources. Some order will come to Nigeria
someday.
I believe that brighter days await Nigeria.
Chisara Sandra Nwabara
Attorney at Law
Cleveland, Ohio USA
October 28, 2003
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